In honor of *Time Magazine*’s seriously lame and generally ridiculed declaration that *YOU* were the 2006 Person of the Year, we’ve decided to make *YOU* the authors of this bonus. With Youtube and Wikipedia taking over the world, we’ve decided to play a dangerous game. A game called *WikiTrivia*.

You thought you’d stumped the chumps, eh? Well, now you’re stumping yourselves.

Enjoy.

**Team: We Are the Mediocre Presidents**

**Bonus: Toyland!**

**Q#1**: What very popular toy was originally invented as a non-toxic substance to clean wallpaper?

**Q#2**: We all know the architect Frank Lloyd Wright. But what successful toy was invented by his son?

**Q#3**: 750,000,000,000 of which living creatures were sold as part of their own toy sensation?

**Q#4**: Which top-selling toy has its origins in a New Haven bakery?

**Q#5**: Who are the unloved Spud and Yam?

**Q#6**: What game was originally rejected for having over 50 “fundamental errors” in gameplay? (In case it’s not too obvious, the game did pretty well anyhow.)

**Q#7**: In which geographical location does the board game Candyland take place?

**Q#8**: What popular toy contained anti-freeze?

**Q#9**: What popular toy is 80 feet long?

**Q#10**: What is the most successful game ever to be invented on a yacht?

**Team: Oxford**

**British Trivia**
Oxford Trivia

1. Which bestselling fantasy novel, the film version for which is currently in production, begins in Oxford? (Hint: not Harry Potter!)

2. What word in the English language is closest to the Oxfordian pronunciation of Magdalen?

3. Which former American President shares a last name with an Oxford college?

4. What is unique about North and South Parade streets in Oxford?

5. Which young, recently famous British actress attended the Dragon School in Oxford?

6. Who famously tried to steal a deer from the Magdalen deer park? (Hint—he went to Christ Church College...he was unsuccessful in his attempt.)

7.
   a. By tradition, who owns all the swans on the River Isis?
   b. What is the common name of that river?

8.
   a. Name at least two of the famous Englishmen who used to hang out at the Oxford pub they called the ‘Bird and Baby’
   b. What is the real name of that pub?

9. What major Oxfordian anniversary is being celebrated this year?

10.
    a. What is the Latin motto of Oxford University?
    b. What is the English translation of that motto?

11. For extra points, name as many of Oxford’s colleges as you can. (One point each)
British Slang

12. Which of these phrases are actual British terms, and (for extra points) to what does each refer?

   a. Rising bollard
   b. Mounted don
   c. Horny nodkin
   d. Humped zebra
   e. Boned ferret
   f. Spotted dick

13. If you were to ask for a ‘dog’s bollock’, what two very different things might you receive?

14. What are the common American names for the following terms?

   a. Crisps
   b. Chips
   c. Coriander
   d. Biscuits
   e. Bangers
   f. Rocket
   g. Pudding
   h. Pants
   i. Lorry
   j. Tart

British History

15. What new technology was key in winning the Battle of Britain?

16. 1066 trivia

   a. What was William the Conqueror’s less flattering nickname?
   b. The Bayeux Tapestry is not in fact a tapestry—what is the technical term?
   c. The erect penis of which other animal than man is featured in the tapestry?
d. What famous, ill-fated astrological omen is also featured?

e. What common obscene gesture originated in the Battle of Hastings?

17. The British rub salt into French wounds at which entry point into the country?

Team: St. Vincent and the Grenadines

**Ye Olde Women of Music**

Below are twenty questions about songs to which the title is a woman’s name. Name the woman of song who…

1. …has someone take the place in bed of the narrator when he goes to wash his face?

2. …the narrator implores that he didn’t intend on making her daughter cry?

3. … could use a guy like the narrator, since her husband walked out?

4. …disappears, like every good thing, amidst ashes of laughter?

5. … solos on the drums on “Wipeout,” accompanied by various woodland creatures?

6. …the narrator wants to come out to play, on a brand new day?

7. …is asked not to say that she and the narrator will never find a way, nor that all of their love is in vain?

8. …let the narrator’s friend remove her party dress?

9. …lost her charm as she aged, leading to her magic vanishing?

10. …feeds you Chinese tea and oranges?

Double Bonus:

11. …gives the narrator so much honey that the bees envy him?
Team: Mega-er Muncy

1. What brand of car does the current owner of the soccer team that won the 1986 European Champions' Cup take pride in owning?

2. What neighborhood of their town does the soccer team that lost to Liverpool F. C. in the 1983-1984 European Champions' Cup semifinals hail from?

3. What danger is the second division soccer team known by the same name as a Linux Distribution facing?

4. What former glory of soccer is heading a team born on the 6th of July and whose owner is well-known for selling his matches?

5. He's known for knocking a person out by headbutting him in an official soccer game, and transferring from the red dogs to the purple-whites. What's his name?

6. G.H., G.P., I.F. and A.I. all played for the same foreign (for them) soccer team in the 90's. What are the colors of the team?

Team: People Who Emailed In a Bonus Without Identifying Who It Was From

World of Warcraft

6. Finish the quote "I'm a tipi, I'm a wigwam, I'm a tipi, I'm a wigwam, I'm a tipi, I'm a wigwam. Relax man, you're..."

7. What is the flavor text of "The One Ring"

8. The first Grand Marshall Hunter on Daggerspine was...

9. Who is the duel wielding of the BC trailer?

Second Life:

10. The command for creating an object in LSL has how long of a delay?

11. What is the largest army on the Teen Grid?

12. Who are they at war with?

13. Secondlife is inaccurate in applying an impulse how?

14. This person owns the island "Eden"
15. What will happen when the following LSL code is ran?

```lsl
default {
    state_entry {
        integer i = 10;
        integer j = 12;
        integer k = 5;
        llOwnerSay((string)(i-j-k));
    }
}
```

Plus an audio-bonus up on the site! Check it out! Kudos to Team: It's Matt's Fault!

Audiobonus Location: H8_Places.mp3

Team: Shiny Metal Ass/SMA

1) Across the main drag from the Vietnam Memorial is someone you know. Who?

2) Usually on or around the third Saturday in March, there's a huge, bright festival by the Washington Monument. Which one?

3) On the first Saturday in June, hundreds of thousands converge on the Mall in support of breast cancer. What happens the next weekend that attracts a similarly huge number of participants, many of whom may be directly involved in the previous event in years to come?

4) Where can you find this (background, not the guy - he's on my sofa)?
5) Why these two?
Brute Force: “Buffy is cooler than you.”

The Bronze:

1) What band was playing at the Bronze in the series premiere?

2) In which episode did Xander fantasize about being a performer at the Bronze? How did he realize it was a fantasy?

3) Which artist got a line in a sixth season episode?

4) How many times did Giles go to the Bronze?

5) What was the name of the band that played the Dingoes’ songs?

Monsters:

6) How many demons has Xander dated? Name them.

7) What did a demon demand for?
8) What type of demon did Giles get turned into on Buffy's 20th birthday?

9) What was the name of the puppet demon hunter?

10) Halfrek, Anya's fellow vengeance demon, was played by an actress who also played which character?

Relationships:

11) How many guys did Buffy have sex with? Name them.

12) When Moloch the Corruptor tried to woo Willow over the Internet, what false name did he use? Bonus point for getting the last name too.

13) Who was Giles' girlfriend in season four?

14) Buffy dated Scott Hope in the 12th grade. Why could it never have worked out in the end?

15) What happened after Tara and Kennedy's first kiss?

Robots:

16) Which actor played Buffy's robot almost-stepfather?

17) Which actress was orginally slated to play Warren's robot girlfriend?

18) What does the BuffyBot think of Angel?

19) How did the BuffyBot meet her final demise?
Team: Elecric Uke:

1) What causes the destruction of the planet Chewbacca dies on?

2) Which 1970s punk rock legend lived with and had many of his shows attended by his grandmother in his career?

3) When was Nantucket's fire department founded?

4) Who holds the Boston Red Sox season record for longest hit streak?

5) In the song "Satan Gave Me a Taco" by Beck, what happens to the rock 'n' roll band?

6) In PDQ Bach's "Iphigenia in Brooklyn," where does the titular mythological character find herself in a market selling what?

7) What is the name of the Red Sox' stadium used prior to Fenway Park (in, among other things, the 1903 world series?)

8) What is the name of the ancient Egyptian god of scribes?

9) In the 70's funk band Parliament, where was it claimed the secrets of Clone Funk were hidden?

10) What is the name of the band that did a cover of "All Along the Watchtower" for a recent episode of Battlestar Galactica?

11) How did the language Esperanto receive its name, and what does it mean?

12) In Orwell's "1984," what is the name of the "philosophy" of Eurasia, supposedly different from Ingsoc?
13) With what major league team did Mike Lowell, currently of the Boston Red Sox, make his debut?

Defeat Evil Landlord

1) The theme is: It happened last week!
Subrealm: The Kentucky Derby

2) What horse won?

3) Name any of the three major "Jinxes" he defied.

4) Where was the winning jockey invited as a result of his victory? Of whom was he a guest?

5) Who did "The Tonight Show" send to cover the race?

6) Which cast member of "Heroes" was interviewed at the race by NBC?

7) The night before the Derby, OJ Simpson was thrown out of a Louisville restaurant. What other sports icon took his table?

8) Trainer Todd Pletcher tied a record with 5 starters. What does he share with the last person to start as many horses in the race?